Carefully remove the existing blocking up and cast
iron security grate of historic window opening,
taking care not to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch
or cill. Ensure protection is in place to windows to
prevent damage to historic timber & glass.

+

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with pitched roof timber rafters.

12.28

+

12.28

+

RIDGE LEVEL WEST WING

12.28

RIDGE LEVEL FRONT WING

Remove profiled metal sheeting along
with hipped roof timber rafters.

Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care not
to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Carefully remove the existing blocking up of
historic window opening, taking care not to
damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Ensure protection is in place to windows to
prevent damage to historic timber & glass.

10.12

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

5.15

Existing brick nogging partitions to be
protected during demolition works.
Partitions to be stabilised under
supervision from structural engineer
and repaired locally as per
Conservation Architects methodology.

EAVES LEVEL FRONT WING

EAVES LEVEL WEST WING

+

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

+

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.15

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

5.15

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

Calp wall to be selectively repointed
using lime mortar.Masonry to be
repaired/rebuilt at each end using
salvaged or matching stone.

2340

4820

Carefully remove existing masonry from existing
door opening and remove portion of reveal to
increase door opening. Provide temporary
support, and install new lintels to Structural
Engineers's specification. Reveals to be rebuilt
using retained stone and salvaged brick.

Carefully remove collapsed suspended
timber floor and temporary timber steps.

Existing stonework below cill has been heavily
altered and in poor condition. Carefully
dismantle stonework and cill. Section of wall
to be rebuilt with salvaged stone.

Remove remaining sections of
collapsed suspended timber floor.
Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care not
to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Ensure protection is in place to windows to
prevent damage to historic timber & glass.

1

10.12

10.12

580

+

Timber joists of suspended floor to be
inspected under the supervision of
Structural Engineer, decayed sections to
be replaced where repair is not possible.

+
+

Carefully remove the existing blocking up of
historic window opening, taking care not to
damage reveals, lintel and cill.

210

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

4830

Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care
not to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch
or cill. Ensure protection is in place to
windows to prevent damage to historic
timber & glass.

1010

+

3800

EAVES LEVEL FRONT WING

Carefully remove existing concrete ground floor
slab taking care not to damage historic masonry
of existing structure & calp limestone wall.

4400

RIDGE LEVEL FRONT WING

Carefully remove existing masonry to form new
opening. Provide temporary support, and install
new lintels to Structural Engineers's
specification. Reveals to be rebuilt using
retained stone and salvaged brick.

3900

Remove profiled metal sheeting along
with hipped roof timber rafters.

Timber joists of suspended floor to be
inspected under the supervision of
Structural Engineer, decayed sections to
be replaced where repair is not possible.

Ceramic tiled floor to retained and
protected during the works. Repair works
to be carried out to approved methodology
under Conservation Architects supervision.

Existing Section A-A
Scale 1:100

2

Existing Section C-C
Scale 1:100

Existing fire place to be protected in-situ during
demolition works.

Existing fire place to be protected
in-situ during demolition works.

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with pitched roof timber rafters.

EAVES LEVEL WEST WING

+

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING

+

5.15

Ceramic tiled floor to retained and protected
during the works. Repair works to be carried
out to approved methodology under
Conservation Architect's supervision.

3870

4810

5040

Carefully remove existing concrete
ground floor slab taking care not to
damage historic masonry of existing
structure.

3

4.595

4.22

Carefully remove remaining
fragment of partition wall taken
care not to damage masonry
of historic structure.

10.12

EAVES LEVEL CENTRAL WING +

EAVES LEVEL FRONT WING

+

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

Carefully dismantle wrought iron handrail
and set aside for re-use, along with
concrete entrance steps taking care not to
damage the masonry of historic structure.

+

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

+

5.15

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING
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FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING +

6.49

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING +

5.53

FLOOR LEVEL WEST WING +

5.15

Carefully remove existing masonry to
form new opening. Provide temporary
support, and install new lintels to
Structural Engineers's specification.
Reveals to be rebuilt using retained
stone and salvaged brick.

Denotes Proposed Demolition

Carefully remove existing concrete ground
floor slab taking care not to damage historic
masonry of existing structure.

Remove remaining sections of
collapsed suspended timber floor.
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Calp wall to be selectively repointed
using lime mortar.Masonry to be
repaired/rebuilt at each end using
salvaged or matching stone.

Carefully remove existing concrete ground floor
slab taking care not to damage historic masonry of
existing structure.
Carefully remove existing masonry to form new
opening. Provide temporary support, and install new
lintels to Structural Engineers's specification. Reveals
to be rebuilt using retained stone and salvaged brick.

Carefully remove cast in situ concrete beam between
structural openings under structural engineers
supervision, taking care not to damage existing
reveals.

4
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Carefully remove existing concrete ground floor
slab taking care not to damage historic masonry
of existing structure & calp limestone wall.

Remove remaining sections of collapsed suspended
timber floor.
Fully record internal brick & timber partition wall prior
to demolition. Carefully remove surviving architraves
to the doorways, for reinstallation. If integral tie beams
are in condition to be retained these are to be left in
situ, or removed for re-instatement.

Existing Section B-B
Scale 1:100

PLEASE NOTE:

Carefully remove the existing blocking up of
historic window opening, taking care not to
damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Remove modern window and shutter.
Carefully record and retain any surviving
historic joinery.
Carefully remove re-enforced concrete skin
along with all embedded steelwork, ensuring
no further damage to historic stone walls.

10.155

750

FLOOR LEVEL CENTRAL WING

Carefully remove existing masonry to form new
opening. Provide temporary support, and install
new lintels to Structural Engineers's specification.
Reveals to be rebuilt using retained stone and
salvaged brick.

990

6.49

12.335

Remove fabricated steel security door
and fanlight.

6.48SM(upper)

210

+

6.59AB(upper)

7.22(upper)

RIDGE LEVEL CENTRAL WING +

RIDGE LEVEL FRONT WING

All surviving joinery: skirting boards,
dado rails, picture rails and architraves
to be recorded and carefully removed for
replication and re-instatement following
plastering.Sections may be left in place
and protected in areas of sound
plasterwork.

Carefully remove the existing blocking up
of historic window opening, taking care not
to damage reveals, lintel, brick arch or cill.
Carefully remove cast in situ concrete beam
between structural openings under structural
engineers supervision, taking care not to damage
existing reveals.

12.28

Remove profiled metal sheeting
along with hipped roof timber rafters.
+

10.12

FLOOR LEVEL FRONT WING

+

6460

Existing brick nogging partitions to be
protected during demolition works.
Partitions to be stabilised under
supervision from structural engineer
and repaired locally as per
Conservation Architects methodology.

12.28

2210
300

+

4810

RIDGE LEVEL WEST WING

Carefully remove existing masonry to form new
opening. Provide temporary support, and install
new lintels to Structural Engineers's
specification. Reveals to be rebuilt using
retained stone and salvaged brick.

4830

Remove profiled metal sheeting along
with hipped roof timber rafters.

Fully record and carefully remove remaining fragment
of brick & timber partition, taking care not to damage
existing masonry.

Existing Section D-D
Scale 1:100
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